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For God so loved the
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believes in him should
not perish but have
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Springtime
The year has turned and soon it will be spring;
Already there are snowdrops by the way,
And daffodils glow golden under trees –
Though snow might come again another day.
The year has turned and soon it will be spring;
The ewes begin to birth their tiny lambs.
They’ll bounce – all four hooves off the ground,
And butt their heads against their nursing dams.
The year has turned and soon it will be spring.
God gives us each a sense of life renewed,
And promises of better times to come,
And new exciting paths to be pursued.
Let’s reach with eager hands to grasp the new;
Let’s turn our faces to the warming sun;
Let’s breathe the fresh and sweetly scented air –
God’s miracle of springtime has begun.
Rev’d Barbara Pearson

A Prayer from Sri Lanka
Even as the water falls on dry tea leaves
and brings out their flavour,
so may your Spirit fall on us and renew us
so that we may bring refreshment and joy to others.
Amen.
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Come and Worship at St Mildred’s
website: www.stmildredschurch.org.uk

Online streamed services are still taking place
and they can be accessed via this link:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChItFWkqY5m8jtcGlQ00SZg

The church will also be open for worship
for the following services:
4 April
Easter Sunday
9.30am & 11.30am Holy Communion
11 April
10.00am
18 April
10.00am
25 April
10.00am

Holy Communion
Holy Communion including
the APCMs for 2020 and 2021
(This service will not be streamed)
Holy Communion

Please contact Graeme Monk if you would like to attend:
Email: graememonk@fire-star.co.uk

Tel: 020 8656 3472
You will be asked to use disinfectant gel on arrival
and to wear a face covering
In case of change please see our website
for the latest announcements
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Pastoral Letter

April 2021

Revd Roger Hagon shares his thoughts...
Dear Friends
Here is the ‘Tale of the Butterfly’ from Zorba the
Greek:I remember one morning when I discovered a cocoon in the back
of a tree just as a butterfly was making a hole in its case and
preparing to come out. I waited awhile, but it was too long
appearing and I was impatient.
I bent over it and breathed on it to warm it. I warmed it as
quickly as I could and the miracle began to happen before my eyes,
faster than life. The case opened; the butterfly started slowly
crawling out, and I shall never forget my horror when I saw how
its wings were folded back and crumpled; the wretched butterfly
tried with its whole trembling body to unfold them. Bending over it, I
tried to help it with my breath, in vain.
It needed to be hatched out patiently and the unfolding of the
wings should be a gradual process in the sun. Now it was too late.
My breath had forced the butterfly to appear all crumpled, before its
time. It struggled desperately and, a few seconds later, died in the
palm of my hand.
That little body is, I do believe, the greatest weight I have on my
conscience. For I realize today that it is a
Inside this issue:
mortal sin to violate the great laws of nature.
Pastoral Letter
5 We should not hurry, we should not be
impatient, but we should confidently obey
Choir Notes
6
the eternal rhythm.
APCM
Bishop of Croydon
Reflections

7
8
12

Sly Cakes
Mothers’ Union
Pat’s Crossword

20
21
22

Whilst last Easter was a time when
everything was closing down, this year we
see everything beginning to open up
again. Easter is all about ‘opening up’
and begins with the story of an empty
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tomb! However, Easter marks the beginning of a process
which, even in the Bible, takes a while for the message to
spread that ‘Jesus is alive!’
As in the story of the butterfly, we should not be impatient!
My own hope is that we shall see an ‘opening up’, not just of our
Church community here at St Mildred’s, but in the world at large
– an eternal and worldwide Easter where life can flourish as
intended. As we come out of our Covid cocoon, may each one
of us, and all of us together, come back to the fullness of life
under the warm and gentle radiance of our Saviour’s love and in
God’s own time.
Roger

Choir Notes
Although we remain unable to meet, and there is not yet any
definitive timetable for a return to singing, the choir has been
busy producing music for the Holy Week services. We hope to
be back singing later in the year.

Organ Project
If you haven’t yet visited the Organ Project website, please take
a look. The pipework was removed from St Paul’s URC in early
March, and is now stored at the workshops of the organ
builders, Nicholson & Co. There is time-lapse video of this here:
https://www.stmildredsorganproject.com/videos-1
On a personal note, may I take this opportunity to thank
everyone for their kind birthday wishes, which were very much
appreciated!
Richard Mander, Director of Music
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Annual Parochial Church Meetings
No – you haven’t read this wrong! We will actually be holding
two APCMs this year, both on Sunday 18 April 2021 in St Mildred’s
Church at 10am. This will be a special gathering, as it will
incorporate last year’s APCM (which was cancelled during the
first Lockdown) with this year’s APCM.
APCM stands for Annual Parochial Church Meeting and, each
year, we have to have a properly-constituted meeting to fulfil the
Charity Commission’s law of the land, as well as the synodical
structure of the Church of England. Both meetings will occur in a
service with readings, prayers, music and a sermon. In order to
attend during our ongoing health and safety measures, you will
need to book your place by contacting Graeme Monk on:graeme@fire-star.co.uk (this service will not be streamed).
At our APCMs you will hear a review of the past year, a preview
for the next and take part in the elections. You will also have
access to reports which describe many different aspects of the
whole mission of the Church in the Parish: our worship and
education; our pastoral care; our stewardship of resources; our
outreach; and our social fundraising activities.
Nominations are being sought during March and April for people
to serve on the PCC; details are set out below.
Nominees must be 16 years old and over, be a regular communicant
and on St Mildred’s Church Electoral Roll. PCC members stand
for one year at a time and may serve for three consecutive
years if so elected. After three years they must be retired for
one year before being re-nominated.
Please contact our current churchwardens, Linda or Steve, if
you would like to stand for nomination this year. PCC meetings
are currently taking place via Zoom every month, except April,
August and December, and they last approximately an hour and
a half. They will take place in the Centre once it has re-opened.

Churchwardens
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The Bishop of Croydon writes...
This year, the Church is inviting us all to join in
the Living in Love and Faith (LLF) project.
Some of you will be very well aware that
the Church has been wrestling for years with
questions about sexuality, gender and
relationships. LLF comes out of those
discussions, but the aim is to help the Church
think about them more widely and deeply,
through asking questions such as: How do questions about
identity, sexuality, relationships and marriage fit within the bigger
picture of the good news of Jesus Christ? What does it mean to
live in love and faith together as a Church?
These are big questions! And they are about much more than
Church law. We are all invited into a process of learning, reflecting,
speaking and listening which I hope will deepen our understanding
of the faith we share, and strengthen us as the body of Christ
together, united in one mission which is expressed through our
diversity.
In this Diocese, we are encouraging everyone to participate
as they feel able in that conversation. Some parishes and other
groups have already begun to study and reflect on the resources
the church has produced (you can find them at:
https://www.churchofengland.org/resources/living-love-and-faith),
and that is very welcome.
For the Diocese as a whole, we will be encouraging everyone
to engage from Easter onwards, particularly through using the
LLF Course, a five-session course for group reflection.
Whether you are using the course or not, there will of course
be a lot of diversity in how we approach it, in such a diverse
Diocese as ours. But whatever you do, you are encouraged to
reflect on the material with people whose background and views
might be different from your own – and to do so as a process of
mutual learning. There will be plenty of time before and after the
summer for us to engage with the project, and we are intending
to round off our Diocesan learning in November with a Diocesewide event.
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I have been asked by Bishop Christopher to lead for this for
the College of Bishops, and Canon Wendy Robins will have a
key role in enabling all that we have planned. A Steering Group
for the process is working with us, reflecting a wide diversity of
views and backgrounds.
We know that discussing these issues is likely to be difficult
for many, and particularly those who feel that their own lives are
in the spotlight, so we are also establishing a network of pastoral
support for anyone who needs a listening ear beyond their own
parish or community.
I hope and pray that LLF will indeed enable us to live more
fully in the love and faith of Christ.
Jonathan Croydon
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Pop and Rock School
Helps Young Stars Shine
A pop and rock school in Croydon is boosting
the musical skills and self-confidence of its
students. The Rock Project offers young people
of all abilities the opportunity to learn electric guitar, bass guitar,
drums and vocals as well as experience playing together as a band.
Students are taught by professional, working musicians and
each class is split into junior or senior sessions, to ensure teaching
is tailored to the students’ abilities and experience.
Over the past decade, The Rock Project has developed into
the UK’s leading school for children's contemporary music tuition
with more than 90 schools nationwide.
Clara who runs The Rock Project Croydon with her husband
Graeme said: “The Rock Project stimulates the imagination and
creativity of young people. It helps them develop not only their
musical abilities but also their self-confidence.”
The Rock Project takes place on Thursdays at St Mildred’s
Church from 22 April with juniors (7-11 years old) from 4:30pm
to 6:30pm and seniors (11-18) from 6:45pm to 8:45pm.
Use our instruments or bring yours!
For more information call 07719 830599
email Croydon@TheRockProject.com
or visit www.therockproject.com
or www.facebook.com/therockprojectcroydon
Clara and Graeme

Easter Time
Easter, a time of reflection and confession,
Easter, a time of joy and sorrow,
Easter, a time of giving and forgiving,
Easter, a split in time between the earthly and divine.
Come closer to us Lord each year at this time, till we are all
truly thine.
Elizabeth Fleischer
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There will continue to be a mixture of
streamed services and services in church
but no groups or events for the time being
If you, or anyone you know, needs help of any kind
or can offer help of any kind, please contact us
Tel: 020 8655 1434
Email: parishoffice@stmildredschurch.org.uk
Website: www.stmildredschurch.org.uk

Seeking Stillness
~

Reflections
Blossom of Hope
The desert and the parched land will be glad;
the wilderness will rejoice and blossom. [Isaiah 35:1]
This year, the appearance of colour in flowerbeds and hedgerows,
in pots by front doors and on windowsills, has been
even more of a joy than in previous years. Memory
reminds us that each year, spring does indeed
return to the earth – but we need the reassurance
of seeing it coming! Many of us may be feeling that
we have been living in desert times since last
March. The restrictions in which we’ve been living
in order to keep infection by Covid at bay, have given a sense
of aridity and pallor to our lives. Yet ‘hope’ continues – memory
reminds us that even the bleakest times will move on –
although maybe they won’t disappear entirely.
Without God’s gift of ‘hope’ where would we be? The flowers
and blossom on trees and plants hold promise. The promise of
growth, continuity, a future! There’s the beauty of intricate petals,
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colour, sometimes a pleasant smell, an invitation to touch. As our
senses are touched, so hope awakens in the soul.
A few weeks ago, the snowdrops in the flowerbeds were
determinedly pushing green leaf spikes up through the earth. Flower
buds followed shortly, and one morning, they had opened – the first
snowdrop flowers of the year! Then the snow fell…and remained for
a week [we live on high ground]. The snowdrops waited under the
snowy ‘desert’. I wondered about them…I hoped they would cope…
then the snow melted, and there were the snowdrops!
At the beginning of the Pandemic - a year ago now - going
to local shops felt ‘desert like’. The supermarket was open, and
functioning well, with full Covid protection, but the surrounding
smaller shops were, of course, all closed, dark and shuttered.
People did their shopping, paid at the checkout, and dived for
the safety of their cars! We lived in an isolated way. Even with
family or spouse/partner at home, there was a strong sense of
isolation.
Then, there came rays of ‘Hope’…the rainbow symbol –
everywhere, windows, pavements, tied to lampposts…and of
course, Captain Tom and his amazing fundraising walk – and
the song ‘You’ll never walk alone’, and then the news that
scientists were making good progress with developing not one,
but several vaccines.
You may like to spend some time thinking of some of the many
biblical figures who kept ‘Hope’ close to their be-ing – Simeon and
Anna, Hannah, Noah, the prodigal son – and many more.
And now a pause…have you looked out at the morning skies
recently? Here one sees ‘Hope’ – in colour, in light, in the blossom
and bloom in the heavens, as God draws aside the curtains of night,
to reveal another day unfolding. God’s golden thread of ‘Hope’ runs
through all creation and all of our lives. Unbroken, always present.
Where do you see the blossom of ‘Hope’ in your life this day?

Reflecting on Water
This morning's mistiness outdoors reminded me of some words
of Thomas Merton…

'Dear God, I have no idea where I am going, I do not see the
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road ahead of me. I cannot know for certain where it will end...'
Merton continues, ending with the words, 'I know You [God] will
never leave me to face my troubles all alone.' This is well worth
a google search! Deep words, speaking of a feeling which
many of us are experiencing at this time, as the 'roadmap' out of
Lockdown is unfolding.
Water…in the terracotta bowl in my garden,
in the ponds on the commons where I walk, or
maybe in lakes, streams, rivers, fountains, and
of course the seas which cover vast swathes of the planet. Where
are your watery places?
Life giving, thirst quenching, flowing, moving, changing water has a life all of its own. It’s never the same drop of water
– it’s always on the move. Journeying, gathering droplets as it
flows, gathering momentum. In the hills, water bubbles up from
the earth, a spring amongst the stones and earth, creation’s
bedrock. We turn on the taps in our houses, and out flows fresh,
clean water.
How often do we pause to think of that water’s journey? Where
was it dwelling? Water was a large part of that awesome creation
plan which was played out before humankind took its first breath.
We hear of ‘the deep’ [the watery deep] in Genesis. The earth was
dark and formless and empty. Amidst the darkness the Spirit of
God hovered over the water – and there was masses of water!

Water…an essential part of Creation, of Life.
All living creatures, all plants and trees, need water.
Without water, there is no life.
For Contemplation
Spend a moment reading the passages below, slowly. Does a
word, an image, resonate with you? Allow one or more to speak
into the place where you are today.
Isaiah 35: 6-7 ‘Water will gush forth in the wilderness and streams
in the desert. The burning sand will become a pool, the thirsty
ground bubbling springs.’
The writer speaks of God’s redeeming, life giving energy, as
water refreshes desert places. Maybe you sense an echo of
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this in your life during these recent weeks of restriction in our lives,
our work, our family and social lives.

Psalm 23: 2-3 ‘He makes me lie down in green pastures,
He leads me beside still waters.’
Here is the calm, the warmth, of God’s abundant love and care,
offered unconditionally amidst life’s uncertainties, struggles and
difficulty.
During his conversation with the woman at the well in John
4: 13-14 Jesus says, ‘Everyone who drinks this water will be
thirsty again, but whoever drinks the water that I give will never
thirst.’
Water of life - gift of God’s Holy Spirit – life giving, energy
restoring, living true to His plan for each of us. We all need
physical and spiritual nourishment.
Jesus’ invitation is for all. We come to meet him just as we
are, wherever we are.
We listen, we share, we spend time with our Lord, Friend,
Brother, Teacher…

Forgiving and Forgiven
The words ‘repentance’ and ‘sin’ are not greatly used in every
day parlance nowadays, and yet, as
human beings - living and working in our
families, our communities - ‘sin’ certainly
happens, and ‘repentance’ is certainly
needed in order for healing to begin, trust
to be restored and much else besides.
It is impossible to live as human beings in this fallen world
without getting hurt or hurting others; without giving or receiving
offence; without feeling that one is misunderstood or indeed
misunderstanding another. There is lying, there is rejection,
abandonment, violence, dishonesty, sharply spoken words,
selfishness…all, and more, are part of the human condition.
In Matthew 18, Peter comes to Jesus and asks, ‘Lord, how
many times shall I forgive my brother when he sins against
me? Up to seven times?’ Jesus answers, ‘I tell you, not seven
times, but seventy times seven times.’
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The injury or wrongdoing that occurs one to another should
be forgiven – if needs be again, and again… That requires a lot
of time, a lot of effort. The giving and receiving of forgiveness is
costly for all concerned. Time and space, compassion and
open heartedness are needed as we work through the tangled
threads of hurts and woundings. Forgiveness is an act of love,
mercy and grace. An act demonstrated so many times by
Jesus, as we read in the gospels.
And what of the hurt and grief which God, our Creator, feels
when we behave badly, wrongfully? When we do not live as he
would have us live – without thought, generosity, love and
forbearance with others? When we forget that the One who
loved us into being, watches and weeps over the injustices of
the world, the conflict, cruelty and neglect? The times when we
seek our own needs above those of others? This, of course, in
the personal, community or global context.
There are times when we come before God, knowing that
we are in need of his loving forgiveness. Where do we seek the
words to voice our feelings? In the words of the Lord’s Prayer,
we pray ‘Forgive us our sins as we forgive those who sin
against us.’ The words are deeply meaningful, given by Jesus
when the disciples asked ‘how shall we pray?’.
How do we approach our Lord when seeking his gracious
forgiveness? You may like to use the prayer practice offered
below.
The Jesus Prayer - a short, simple prayer that has been
widely used in eastern Christianity. The practice of this prayer
dates back to at least the 5th century.

Lord Jesus Christ,
Son of God,
Have mercy on me,
A sinner.
The words are prayed slowly, rhythmically and repeatedly, in
time with your breath. Maybe use a prayer rope [with knots for
your prayers], a holding cross, or place a bowl of water nearby
as you pray.
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The Tears that Fall
Many tears have been shed by many people over the recent
months. In grief, despair, loneliness, depression, frustration,
confusion, anger, and fear for what
the future may hold.
Tears are the outward expression
of something moving deeply within us.
The soul within the human clay is
seeking expression, and words are
just not sufficient.
There are times in our lives when we cannot contain our
feelings, and we weep, we cry, the tears fall – sometimes we’d
rather that they didn’t. We may feel embarrassed, we may sense
that those around us are affected by our tears, and we feel responsible
for them. We may feel that tears are inappropriate in whatever
situation we currently are in – the supermarket, a meeting…
Tears for many of us can come unbidden and unexpectedly.
We wipe away our tears, we discard the damp tissues in the
bin, we make for the bathroom to bathe our reddened eyes. We
comb back our hair, straighten our shoulders, and ‘get on with it.’
But our tears are valuable. Pause and listen to those tears.
What do they say? What is flowing from the depths of our being
in this wordless outpouring?
In psalm 56:8 the psalmist says, ‘You keep track of all my
sorrows. You have collected my tears in your bottle. You have
recorded each one in your book.’
The tears, and the cause of them, matter to our Unseen
Creator. Tears mean something to God. He holds these tears
and values them, just as he holds and values the times that we
come to him in thankfulness and joy.
There are the tears that are shed when we are alone, and
there are tears that are shed as we sit alongside another – tears
of compassion, tears of shared grief.
But tears don’t always fall in sadness – our tears may flow
in response to the sound of beautiful music…as we gaze at a
piece of artwork. Maybe as we stand amidst the wonder of
creation, on a hill at sunset or bathed in sunlight under trees.
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Seeing the perfection of a newborn baby, as we hold the tiny
body in our arms, may bring unexpected tears. Tears can fall as
an expression of sheer joy! Maybe in moments of sheer relief
after stress. Every one is valuable, every one matters, every
tear means something.
Pause, and spend some prayerful time with one of these
accounts of tears that fall.
Luke 7: 36-50 The woman who washed Jesus’ feet with her tears.
John 11: 35
Jesus weeps at the tomb of his friend Lazarus.
Luke 19: 41-44 Jesus weeps for Jerusalem.

Whether tears fall in grief and sorrow - in shame and sadness –
or as a physical release of inner tension, or an expression of
wordless joy – tears are valuable and precious. Listen to those
tears. God does!

Reflecting on Promise
A promise, a vow, words which once spoken should not be
broken. A commitment to do [or not to do]
something. A promise should not be given
without thought as to whether one is willing,
and able, to keep that promise, to fulfil that
promise, to abide by the words which have
been spoken. To utter a promise is a
significant undertaking, and not one to be done lightly. The
breaking or failure to fulfil a promise brings hurt, a sense of loss
of value and respect, a loss of trust, a sense of disillusionment
and more. The giving of a promise is far reaching.
Promises are made at Baptism. Godparents and parents
speak for the infant – asking for God’s blessing and protection of
this young soul. Promising that, as responsible, Christian
adults, they will support and guide the infant on his/her journey
in life and growing faith.
Promises are made in marriage. Here again, support, care,
honesty, faithfulness and love are promised to each other in the
presence of God and witnesses. Deep and powerful words are
used.
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Promises are made when joining an organisation or group –
in the Scout and Guiding movements, supporting charities and
sponsorship schemes, in business, in politics, in friendship and
neighbourliness, a promise to meet, a promise to write, a promise
to phone, a promise to be there, to support a cause…A promise
of a treat for a child, as we hope for co-operation, good behaviour…!
Jesus – born as an infant, embodying all God’s promise for
humankind, sought space to work out how he would fulfil this
promise in those forty days he was alone in the wilderness. He
continued to check in with God frequently, in the early morning
and other times when he stepped aside from the everyday in
order to have time in prayerful stillness.
It must have been a tough moment for Hannah when it was
time for her to fulfil the promise which she’d made to God – that
she would give her first born son into God’s service in the
temple. Samuel was a very young boy when she left him in the
care of Eli. [1 Samuel 1] I wonder how Hannah prepared
herself for abiding by her promise?
The words that are spoken in promise are deeply meaningful,
powerful and lasting. In Matthew 28:20 Jesus promises, ‘And
remember, I am with you always, to the end of the age.’
Jane Hoskins
SPA - All Saints Warlingham

Easter Services
All local Good Friday Walks of Witness have had to be cancelled
because of the pandemic, but the team has worked hard to
produce a video service for Good Friday which includes a
powerful re-enactment of the crucifixion and songs from an
award-winning gospel choir. The ecumenical service will be
streamed at 11am on Good Friday 2 April on YouTube.
Everyone is invited. Please go to the following link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZLt1wizx87s&ab_channel=JesusProduction
There will be a follow up service on Easter Sunday 4 April at 3pm
to celebrate the Resurrection. Please go to the following link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bq_sGDY1eac&ab_channel=JesusProduction
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Here is a recipe from the North East that Elizabeth Fleischer
was telling us about at Zoom coffee a few weeks ago and which
she made recently.

Sly Cakes

Sly Cakes, also called Cheat Cakes, are traditional sweet pastries
originally from the North East of England with a delicious filling of
spiced dried fruit and an even more interesting history. The
cakes are said to originate from a 19th Century family bakery in
Thrift Street. The baker’s daughter, Margaret, apparently used
the cakes to pass love letters to her sweetheart, William, as her
father disapproved of the match. The couple eventually eloped
and the cakes that used to hide their romance became known
as Sly Cakes. The cakes are simple to make and taste all the
sweeter when you know their romantic origins.

Ingredients
275 g plain flour
100 g butter
50 g lard
50 g caster sugar
pinch salt

225 g dried figs
75 g walnuts
100 g sultanas
150 ml water
milk for glazing

Instructions
1. Place the flour and salt in a bowl with the butter and lard.
2. Rub in until the mixture starts to stick together.
3. Stir in the sugar and then add water a little at a time to make
a dough.
4. Chill in the fridge while you make the filling.
5. Chop the figs and walnuts and add to a pan with the sultanas.
6. Add the water to the pan and cook, stirring all the time until
the water evaporates.
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7. Leave to cool.
8. Preheat the oven to 190C, Gas Mark 5
9. Divide the pastry into two pieces and roll out one half to fit in
a greased baking tin.
10. Spread the fruit on top then roll out the other piece of pastry
and place on top.
11. Glaze with milk.
12. Bake for 40 minutes until golden.
with thanks to https://dragonsandfairydust.co.uk

Mothers’ Union
We had our first attempt at meeting on Zoom in February for our
AGM, which went successfully.
Our Diocesan Chaplain, Rev’d Esther, recorded a wonderful
Lenten Reflection for us in March.
For April we hope to return to Zoom for a Spring/Easter
Anthology, with participants bringing their own choice of reading
or poem - to be held on Thursday 8 April at 8.00pm. More
details will be sent out by Margaret nearer the time.
Penny Locke

Virtual Parish Quiz
The annual Parish Quiz was held on Saturday 20 February this
year via Zoom, with small teams meeting in breakout rooms to
discuss and answer questions before re-joining the other teams
to hear the answers.
The quiz was well attended and was an entertaining
evening. Thanks to the social committee for organising it and
congratulations to the winning team - The Esses.
Karen Rooney
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Crossword
Have a go at Pat Howard’s 10th crossword
Answers on page 20

Cryptic Clues
Across

Down

2.
4.
5.
7.
11.

1.
2.
3.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
15.
16.

12.
13.
14.
17.
18.

Adam partially blocks the way
Barge away
Expressed pity for the girl
Agreement with the Irish (4, 6)
Artificial fibre from New York
and London
Early squeeze around French
president
Challenges
Catch broken vase
Urges hen to produce
Beginning Eastern celebration

Sounds like weightless images
Fed a hearing loss
Endless magic reveals priests
Either way, a Muslim official
Given freely by God
Stinky status
Bowler makes efforts
A bet on four plus horse races
Mass lose head to a foolish
You sound like lamb’s mother
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Quick Clues
Across
2. Barrier to water flow
4. A strong push
5. Sadly
7. Day of crucifixion (4,6)
11. Artificial fibre used in stockings
12. Fill up before exam
13. Competes
14. Rescue
17. Chocolate ones for 18 across
18. Resurrection Sunday

Down
1. Three dimensional pictures
2. Cannot hear
3. Eastern wise men
6. Type of cooker
7. Elegance of movement
8. Position in the military
9. Brings to your door
10. Inhabitant of northern USA
15. Foolish donkey
16. Female sheep

World Day of Prayer
The World Day of Prayer service took place online this year, on
Friday 5 March at 2.00pm and 7.30pm. It was written by the
women of Vanuatu on the theme ‘Build on a Strong Foundation’.
Vanuatu is a 400-mile scatter of islands lying about 1,100
miles off the eastern coast of Australia. From 1887 the administration
of Vanuatu was shared between France and England before
becoming independent within the Commonwealth in 1980.
Their staple foods include yams, bananas, coconuts, tropical
nuts and greens, pigs, chickens and seafood. The population is
around 300,000 and education is not compulsory or free.
The islands are in the South Pacific tropical cyclone zone and
suffered devastation in both 2015 and 2020, so the need for safe
buildings on the islands is vital.
The national World Day of Prayer service can be found on
YouTube and includes lovely photographs of the islands and
people of Vanuatu, as well as local music.
More information, including how to make a donation, can be
found at: wwdp.org.uk.
Karen Rooney
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Appeal
Croydon Refugee Day Centre is in urgent need of large
suitcases for families being moved on from initial
accommodation. If you have any, they can be dropped
off at the Day Centre (West Croydon Baptist Church) on
Mondays from 10am to 12 noon.
The Day Centre is also looking for unwanted sewing
machines - any type, as long as they work. If you have
one you no longer need it would be much appreciated
and well-used by our families.
Please let us know if you can help with either of these
appeals. Thank you.
More info on both appeals from linda.stmatthews@gmail.com

Answers to this month’s
Crossword 10
Across

Down

2.
4.
5.
7.
11.
12.
13.
14.
17.
18.

1.
2.
3.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
15.
16.

Dam
Shove
Alas
Good Friday
Nylon
Cram
Vies
Save
Eggs
Easter

Holograms
Deaf
Magi
Aga
Grace
Rank
Delivers
Yankee
Ass
Ewe

